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About Tech Beacon
Technology is core to Mindtree. It is extremely

important for us to keep a sharp focus on emerging
trends across industries, to build capability and
capacity internally and advise our customers on
making the right technology investments. We
also make it a point to understand the application
of these technologies within the context of
our customers’ business. Apart from our own
experiences, we also get insights from our large
client base across different industries and identify
trends that would shape technology adoption in
the upcoming year.
Towards this effort, we constantly explore and
experiment with emerging technology trends
and gauge their maturity levels for adoption
within enterprises. The outcomes of these
experimentations and technology adoption
guidance across industries and enterprises are
distilled into our annual technology publication,
Tech Beacon.
Within the Tech Beacon, we group technologies
under three categories: Invest, Experiment and
Watch. These categories are elaborated in detail
within this report and this document is published
to assist the CIO organization of our customers
with technology insights, to compare and focus
their strategy and investments and take our
partnership on the road to success.
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From Recovery to Renewal
Countries and their economies across the globe

have slowly, but surely, started on the path
to recovery and renewal from the COVID-19
pandemic. The use of the phrase ‘new normal’ has
begun to fade, and remote working has become an
accepted norm in many industries. When the first
wave of COVID-19 escalated to a crisis in mid2020, experts had predicted that organizations
would increase their expenditure to facilitate
“digital acceleration”. While there is some debate
on whether this happened, we are now observing
organizations increasing their technology
expenditure as the crisis abates.
We believe that enterprises will continue to
expedite their plans to leverage the public cloud
infrastructure and invest in work-from-home
productivity mechanisms, remote asset monitoring
and data loss prevention tools, especially those
that have transitioned to a permanent remote
working mode for all or part of their workforce.
While there is still a level of uncertainty on when the
global economy as a whole will begin looking at the
COVID-19 pandemic in the rear-view mirror, there is
definitely a surge in customer data being acquired by
enterprises due to increased digital touch points for
consumers, partners, employees, and users.
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This large volume of data needs to be analyzed
and processed in a secure manner, addressing data
privacy and security concerns on an infrastructure
that supports scalability and focuses on contactless
process and automation. Towards addressing these
needs, we believe that the following five technology
trends are going to gain traction and play a key role in
enterprise transformations in 2021:
Hyper Personalization: Also termed as Internet
of Behavior (IoB) by Gartner, it refers to the fastgrowing trend of companies influencing individual
behaviors, by providing tailored products and
services to suit the consumer’s explicit or implicit
preferences. We expect this trend to continue to
pick up momentum as more data about a consumer
becomes available for analysis, and AI tools,
technologies and expertise become more accessible.
Accelerated Cloud Adoption: Digital transformation
leveraging the cloud has been one of the key focus
areas for many enterprises, even prior to the COVID-19
pandemic. The pandemic just catalyzed this
transformation and expedited their cloud adoption
journey. Several enterprises with cost-sensitive
business models leveraged the flexible aspects of
elastic scale and pay-as-you-go pricing of the cloud
during this renewal phase, to deliver agile and
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impactful value to their customers and stakeholders.
Confidential Computing: With the emergence
of Hyper Personalization and rapid adoption of
public cloud infrastructure, the necessity to ensure
the security and privacy of personally identifiable
information has given rise to the initiative of
confidential computing and we expect to see this
attract significant investments in the upcoming year.
Contactless Technologies: As enterprises realize
additional benefits of the contactless solutions
developed in a rush during the COVID-19 pandemic,
we believe that many of them will look to refine
these solutions and better integrate them into
the modified way of doing business. Trends such
as curbside pickups, e-check-ins and contactless
payments are likely to become permanent features.
Hyper Automation: One of the key lessons
learned from the COVID-19 pandemic for several
enterprises was to immediately automate what they
could. Leveraging AI, RPA, and other supporting
technologies became imperative to business success.
We will see this trend not only continuing, but also
going beyond the traditional ‘low hanging fruits’ of
processes that are highly repetitive and involve low
complexity into more business-critical areas.

Hyper
Personalization –
Internet of Behavior
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With over 60% of the global population becoming

active users of the Internet, and most of them accessing
it from mobile devices, Cisco projects that machine-tomachine (M2M) connections will be half of the global
connected device connections by 2023 among which,
IoT devices alone will account for approximately 15
billion connections. While smartphones and wearables
grab most of the media attention, connected home
applications and car applications are predicted to form
the fastest growing category in the coming years.
Such proliferation of connected devices indicates that
organizations will have unprecedented access to the
digital footprint of consumers and employees.

While most underlying technologies that offered
personalization features in products and services
– including IoT devices, smartphones, wearable,
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data analytics tools, behavioral sciences - have
been around for several years, what makes Hyper
Personalization one of the hottest trends in 2021
is the dramatic increase in data around consumer
behavior collected during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Due to this, there has been an upsurge in the use
of technologies such as facial recognition, gesturebased interactions, and location tracking.
Applications for these technologies are too many to
enumerate, but some of the most visible examples
that came to the fore, included using computer
vision to determine if employees were complying
with protocols related to social distancing and
wearing masks. Another example was the use of
sensors or RFID tags on Employee IDs to track if
employees were washing their hands regularly.
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With all these advantages, however, one of the
major concerns is consumer data privacy and data
security as enterprises rapidly begin to adopt the
public cloud infrastructure within their enterprise
landscape. These are complicated issues, and it is
quite a challenge as the legal framework in most
countries have not evolved for the Internet and Big
Data age. Despite this, almost all major technology
companies have invested heavily in confidential
computing initiatives as they begin to move their
IT workloads into the public cloud infrastructure
across geographies.

Accelerated
Cloud Adoption
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As the world tried to survive the COVID-19

pandemic, enterprises across the industry
struggled with their inability to accurately forecast
capacity due to change in customer behavior and
the emergence of new usage patterns. The demand
for collaboration services like video conferencing,
virtual meetings and online team management
tools grew exponentially. This led to service
providers having to implement smart strategies
to secure, scale and strengthen their offerings to
provide increased resilience and availability to
their consumers. To put things into perspective,
Microsoft Teams, which is a collaboration service
built completely on Azure, saw over 75 million
daily active users with over 200 million daily
meeting participants and over 4 billion daily
meeting minutes at the beginning of the global
lock downs.
As the enterprise workforce began to shift from
private office networks to public networks over
VPNs, WAN traffic surged by 300%, which in turn
led to a sudden increase in Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS), phishing, and ransomware
attacks. This prompted enterprises to quickly
implement virtual desktop environments and
remote monitoring capabilities on all their assets
including employee laptops and smartphones to
ensure business continuity. Microsoft saw a 250%
increase in requests for multi-factor authentication
(MFA) and 30% increase in Azure active directory
(AD) authentication requests through third-party
SaaS applications.
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This sudden spurt in the expansion of cloud,
vertically as focused services, and horizontally
as multi-cloud offerings, have begun laying the
foundations for a new era in cloud computing.
Cloud services are no longer limited to macro
regions and availability zones but spreading out to
more localized data centers at the edge. Be it large
enterprises wanting to link their data centers with
the public cloud infrastructure or organizations
choosing to pick services and features across
different public clouds, ‘Hybrid Multi Cloud’
has become the natural evolutionary path for
enterprise cloud adoption. All the Cloud service
providers have recognized this fact and have
started to provide standardizations like ARC from
Azure, Anthos from Google Cloud platform and
Outpost from AWS.
To accelerate enterprise cloud adoption, cloud
providers are also seeking to abstract common
solution patterns and data to provide highlevel tailored services aligned with the needs
of specific industries. FinSpace and HealthLake
from AWS, Azure industry solutions, and Talent
and Healthcare API from GCP are a few examples.
These will enable enterprises to quickly build
bespoke solutions by leveraging data from
industry sources while complying with regulatory
requirements of data privacy and security like
HIPAA, GDPR, Zero Trust, etc., at a significantly
reduced cost.
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These cloud adoption trends, combined with the
abundant availability of superfast 5G telecom
networks, will have a profound impact on the way
we design and implement enterprise solutions.
With the architectural constraints imposed today
due to high data-transfer latency going away,
closer collaboration between devices, and EdgeAI
and eXtended Reality tools will give rise to more
real-time, realistic and engaging experiences.
Sci-fi and reality, are closer to each other than
ever before today.

Confidential
Computing
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In today’s increasingly digital world, the amount

of personal and sensitive information which needs
to be safeguarded is staggering. With consumers’
aggressive transition to digital channels, and
accelerated cloud adoption of enterprises, personal
data generated by these platforms is at significant
risk and can be a prime target for malicious actors,
if not secured properly.

divulging sensitive information. Datasets from
different companies can be combined without
gaining access to the actual data content of
others. For example, credit card issuers could pool
consumer data for comprehensive fraud detection,
or governments can quickly process background
checks using merged data sets across states, all
without sharing sensitive data.

Confidential Computing is one such initiative
that has evolved to protect data being processed
on cloud platforms. While proven technologies
already exist for ensuring data security at rest
and in transit, there has been a gap in protecting
data in use. Confidential computing comes to
the rescue by creating a secure environment for
sensitive data and algorithms to execute within a
protected CPU enclave.

With the Confidential Computing Consortium
driving standardization, parties like public cloud
providers can bring portability and consistency
for running sensitive workloads in a secure and
reliable manner. Applications and services that
leverage confidential computing will benefit from
these initiatives, resulting in improved cloud
adoption and the implementation of innovative
ideas going forward.

Confidential computing is lowering the concerns of
enterprises in moving sensitive data and workloads
to cloud platforms. Applications of confidential
computing go beyond sensitive data processing
to protecting features like custom machine
learning algorithms, and proprietary business
logic, in a shared environment. Workloads which
would otherwise not leverage cloud due to data
sensitivity can gradually move to cloud platforms
by leveraging confidential computing patterns.
Confidential computing also opens possibilities to
collaborate with other companies securely without
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Contactless
Technologies
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N

“

ecessity is the mother of invention” goes the
well-known proverb, and this manifested in the
development of several contactless solutions
during the COVID-19 pandemic. While contactless
technologies have been around for several years, the
pandemic forced an acceleration in the development
of touch-free solutions, many of which will continue
to attract significant investments even after the p
andemic subsides.
Technologies that enable contactless solutions such
as Virtual/Augmented/eXtended Reality, Natural
Language Understanding (NLU), Natural Language
Generation (NLG) have continued to mature and
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become much more accessible through all the public
cloud platforms. Gesture and voice recognition
solutions, IoT devices of all kinds, and a myriad
of other technologies can be leveraged to build
contactless solutions.

received by consumers that they will stay even in a
post-pandemic world. Solutions such as contactless
payment systems have seen a significant increase in
adoption during the pandemic and is a trend that is
highly likely to stay and invite more investment.

Contactless solutions that received much of the
public attention were developed in the areas of
Retail, Payments, Hospitality, Travel, Healthcare
and Customer Support, but the possibilities are
limitless. Many airlines introduced contactless
check-in, security screening, in-flight entertainment,
baggage processing, and other solutions out of
necessity, but some of these have been so well

As with many trends that gained wider adoption
during the COVID-19 crisis, there remains the
possibility that some of them may turn out to be
short-lived. As in the case with contactless solutions
developed during the pandemic, features like
dedicated parking spots for curb-side pickups are
seeing reduced use in the North American markets,
signaling the trend towards recovery.
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Hyper
Automation
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As the world recovers from the COVID-19 pandemic
and businesses return to near-normal capacity, some
macro-trends are shaping how businesses continue
to operate in the post-pandemic world:
•
•
•

The labor gap for qualified employees has
widened during the pandemic
The pandemic has accentuated the need to
reduce operational costs
The accelerated shift of consumers to digital
has increased expectations of speed and quality

While enterprises have adopted the automation
of simple, repetitive tasks for years through
technologies like RPA, more complex or
longer-running activities were not so easy to
automate with the available technologies. Today,
opportunities are emerging to revisit those
processes that are harder to automate, which need
people to make intelligent decisions.
Hyper automation combines the fundamentals of
RPA with the advancements in machine learning
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to tackle the job
of automating complex business processes. For
instance, decisions can be made by the automated
understanding of a document or email received
from a client, and algorithms can predict when
to restock inventory in a warehouse, or triage call
center requests and perform straight-throughprocessing of insurance claims.
RPA vendors have enhanced their products to
include AI/ML capabilities along with pre-trained
models. In addition, new tools with AI capabilities
are being introduced within the SDLC lifecycle,
such as AI plug-ins to IDEs for testing, generating
Tech Beacon 2021

testcases, and deep analysis of code. Application
monitoring tools leveraging AI automation can
learn from observed statistics over time and
can predict outages and even take preventative
actions, saving valuable time for IT operations and
providing uninterrupted service to consumers.
In many organizations (especially in manufacturing),
the concept of ‘Digital Twin’ is emerging to
experiment and introduce hyper automation into
the ecosystem. A Digital Twin represents an exact
virtual replication of an existing system or process,
enhanced with hyper automation concepts. This
allows for greater experimentation with various
scenarios to determine an outcome. It is a fail-safe
way to test new ideas and different conditions in an
automated fashion, before promoting positive results
to the physical twin for implementation.
As enterprises look for ingenious ways to optimize
operational costs, there will be a considerable
increase in the adoption of hyper automation.
Those who have the flexibility for such integration
into their IT landscape will have an edge over their
competition. This would also pave way for upskilling
of employees from low-end tasks and enabling them
to gain certain level of knowledge-based skills.
With the above technology trends in perspective,
we present Tech Beacon with diligently curated
information about a selection of tools and
technologies across the Invest, Experiment, and
Watch horizons under the technology categories of
Software Engineering, Data, Blockchain, Artificial
Intelligence, and eXtended Reality (XR).
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Emerging Trends by
Technology Streams

In this section, we evaluate the technology areas under
categories of Software Engineering, Blockchain, Artificial
Intelligence, Data and eXtended Reality. Within each area,
we have categorized the tools and technologies into three
stages of adoption:

Invest

Resources are
already invested
in applying these
technologies in
live projects
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Experiment

Technology CoEs
are studying and
experimenting on
these technologies
and building
capability by internal
demonstrative
projects, so that the
skills can be scaled up
for adoption in
live projects

Watch

Technologies that
are offering a lot
of promise, being
studied by expert
groups who closely
follow their status
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Focus Areas
Mindtree presents a point of view on each
of the following broad areas of focus in the
technology domain.

Software
Engineering

eXtended
Reality

Blockchain

Artificial
Intelligence
(AI)

Data

Invest
Tech Beacon 2021

Experiment
16

Watch

Software
Engineering

The diversity of devices from Cloud to the Edge has proliferated the number of languages,
tools and technologies, each of which bring specialized advantages to the context. For
instance, increased capability of client-side computing brought in front-end frameworks
such as single-page/progressive web applications and the trend to increasingly opt for
Microservices has led to emergence of lighter application frameworks. Similarly, better
container management tools on the server-side make it easier to build cloud-agnostic
solutions and ensure easier management of containers. Along with this, No-SQL databases
increasingly contribute to the server-side architecture transformation.
More recent areas of expansion are the low-code/no-code platforms, and AI being used as
part of the Dev-Ops cycle.
Due to the number of options available on the technology front under the umbrella of
Software Engineering, we are covering the tools that are more popular or have gained
traction in 2021. Many tools that emerged during 2020 and matured since then have been
excluded from this version of the publication for better readability. However, you are
welcome to refer to previous editions of Tech Beacon for details of the excluded content.
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Software
Engineering

Java 16

Watch

Eleventy
IOTA Qubic
Immer
Luigi
Bit
Apache
Functionize
Hyperledger Family
Openwhisk
Hedera Hashgraph
Windows Container
(Activate State Tools)
.Net 6
Apollo Federation

Hyperledger Sawtooth

DeepCode

Quantum Computing

Applitools

(Intel Sawtooth)

Experiment

Multi-Platform App UI

& Blockchain

Google Flutter

Microsoft Visual
Studio 2019 16.10
Preview

CONFORMIQ For
Testing
Tools
VS IntelliCode Emerging Testing

Luigi From Spotify

Quorum

LightBDD

Mabl
AppSheet

Azure DevOps

ELK Stack

Blockchain on Azure

Hybrid Blockchain

Invest

Splunk

Spring
Boot 2.4.5
Data
Access
Security
and the Blockchain

Framework HoneyCode(Amazon)
Dart

Maria DB

Microsoft Visual Studio 2019
Apache Kafka

Changed

EOSIO Blockchain

Mendix

Grafana

No change

SpecFlow

New

GeneXus

Oracle Blockchain

Platform CloudBubble
Service

Forecast
Data Analytics on
SQL Server
Blockchain Automation
Q-Scribe

Framework

Blockchain on AWS
Kubernetes with Helm

Akka & Play

Uizard

Cybersecurity
andby Kong
Kuma

OutsystemsBlockchain

Source{d}
Ionic 5
Dev-Ops Framework for GitHub Actions
GDPR and JBehave
R3 Corda
Istio
Universal
Platform
xUnit.net Ethereum
Blockchain Codota
Enterprise
AllianceWindows
(EEA)
Code QL
OpenJDK 13

GraphQL 15.5.0

Angular 12.0

ReactJS

R3 Corda 4.3
Java 11

NestJs

Hyperledger Fabric 2.0
C# 9.0
Gremlin

.Net Orderers
Core 5 - HSM
Fabric
- RAFT
Single-spa

Moogsoft
Native Scripts
Blockchain Data
Zenoss
Quarkus

Analytics

AutonomIQ
Scan QR code for details
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Languages

Java 11
Java 11 is the second Long-Term-Support
(LTS) release after Java 8. With Java
11, Oracle JDK will no longer be free for
commercial use, and users will have to
choose the implementations they want
to adopt. Some of the new features are
running Java files with a single command,
new utility methods in string class, nested
based access control, flight recorder,
among others.

Invest

the C# source generators is the most
important feature.

C# 9.0
C# 9.0 is the latest release in the C#
family and supported in .NET 5. The new
version introduces record types, where the
“record” keyword can be used to define
a reference type that provides a built-in
functionality to encapsulate data. It also
includes pattern matching improvements,
fit and finish features, and “init” accessors
that can be used instead of set accessors
for properties and indexers. Additionally,
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Invest

UI Frameworks

Angular 12.0
Angular 12.0 is a major release with several
breaking changes. It supports webpack 5.0.
and updates the end-to-end testing strategy.
This release has simplified Angular mental
model with optional modules and reduced
the framework overhead by removing
legacy. It now supports adding directives to
host elements.

(or queries of) their application’s property
graph. Every Gremlin traversal is composed of
a sequence of steps that can be nested.

ReactJS
ReactJS is an open-source JavaScript library
that provides a view for data rendered as
HTML. React views are typically rendered
using components that contain additional
components embedded hierarchically
specified as custom HTML tags. React
Virtual DOM is a core feature of React that
creates fast, scalable web apps. It is SEOfriendly, fast, UI test cases can be created
easily, and the components can be reused.
Gremlin
Gremlin, is the graph traversal language
of Apache TinkerPop. It’s a functional,
data-flow language that enables users to
succinctly express complex traversals on

Tech Beacon 2021
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Invest

Server-side Compute Frameworks and Container Management
NestJs

Universal Windows Platform

NestJs is a Node.Js framework that mainly
focuses on developing progressive serverside applications by using cumulative
JavaScript. NestJs uses TypeScript, as it
is the only programming language that
includes Functional, Object Oriented and
Functional Reactive components. NestJs
offers a modular structure and arranges
codes systematically in different modules
that makes it easy to use external libraries
Also, NestJs utilizes ExpressJs features.
Developers can build highly scalable,
loosely linked, testable, and easily
manageable applications.

Windows 10 introduced the Universal
Windows Platform (UWP), which enables
the Windows Runtime model to evolve and
integrate into the Windows 10 unified core.
As part of the core, the UWP now provides
a common app platform for every device
that runs Windows 10. This package can be
installed on a wide range of devices.

GraphQL 15.5.0
GraphQL is a query language for APIs
and a runtime for fulfilling queries with
your existing data. GraphQL provides a
complete and intuitively understandable
description of the data in your API, gives
clients the power to ask for exactly what
they need and nothing more, makes it
easier to develop APIs over time, and
enables powerful developer tools.

Spring Boot 2.4.5
Spring Boot, the most prevalent Java
framework, enables developers to build spring
applications quickly by taking a conventionbased approach. The Spring Boot ecosystem
is vibrant as ever and can be used to build
microservices based applications. Spring
Boot 2.4.5 supports Spring Framework 5.3.6,
reactive web programming with Spring
WebFLux/WebFlux.fn, HTTP/2 for Tomcat,
Undertow, and Jetty. It has a brand-new
actuator architecture and micrometer-based
metrics with exporters.
Istio
Istio is a service mesh that addresses the
challenges of monolithic applications
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transition to distributed microservice
architecture. Istio makes it easy to
create a network of deployed services
with load balancing, service-to-service
authentication, monitoring, and
more, with few or no code changes in
service code. Istio provides behavioral
insights and operational control over
the service mesh as a whole, offering a
complete solution to satisfy the diverse
requirements of microservice applications.
Kubernetes with Helm
Kubernetes is an open-source containerorchestration platform. It helps to manage
containers, scale-up, and automate
deployment. With applications moving
to cloud and using containers as a basic
deployment unit, Kubernetes comes in
handy to manage the deployment of
containers and leverage cloud resources
efficiently. Helm is a package manager
for Kubernetes. Helm Charts help you
define, install, and upgrade even the most
complex Kubernetes applications.
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Server-side Compute Frameworks and Container Management

Apache Kafka
Apache Kafka is an open-source streamprocessing software platform developed
by LinkedIn. Apache Kafka is written
in Scala and Java, and donated to the
Apache Software Foundation. It provides
a unified, high-throughput, low-latency
platform to handle real-time data feeds.
Kafka can connect to external systems (for
data import/export) via Kafka Connect
and provides Kafka Streams, a Java
stream processing library. Kafka uses
a binary TCP-based protocol optimized
for efficiency and relies on a ‘message
set’ abstraction that naturally groups
messages together and reduces the
overhead of network roundtrip.

Tech Beacon 2021
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Invest

Invest

Storage

ELK Stack
‘ELK’ is the acronym for three open source
projects: Elasticsearch, Logstash, and
Kibana. Elasticsearch is a search and
analytics engine. Logstash is a server‑side
data processing pipeline that ingests data
from multiple sources simultaneously,
transforms it, and then sends it to a
‘stash’ like Elasticsearch. Kibana allows
users to visualize data with charts and
graphs in Elasticsearch.

enables visual representation of metrics.
Grafana also allows custom dashboard
creation, data exploration, and sharing of
dashboards. Grafana supports over 30 opensource and commercial data sources such as
Graphite, Influx, Prometheus, Elastic Search,
and others.

Splunk
Splunk provides an easy way to analyze,
aggregate, and get insights from machine
data. It can analyze, monitor, and search
any kind of data in near real time. Splunk
has the capability to ingest, manage, and
move any data to and from it, and Splunk. It
can be used to investigate and explore data
across a broader set of functions spanning
from IT and security to business analytics.
Grafana
Grafana is an open-source analytics and
monitoring solution. Grafana allows
query, visualization, alert on data and
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Invest

DevOps/Automation

xUnit.net
XUnit.net is a free, open-source,
community-focused unit-testing tool
for the .NET Framework. Written by the
original inventor of NUnit, xUnit.net is the
latest technology for unit testing C#, F#,
VB.NET and other .NET languages. xUnit.
net works with ReSharper, CodeRush,
TestDriven.NET and Xamarin. It is also a
part of the .NET Foundation, and operates
within their code of conduct.
SpecFlow
SpecFlow is an open-source .NET testing
tool that is part of the Cucumber family.
It uses the official Gherkin parser and
supports the .NET framework, Xamarin
and Mono. You can use SpecFlow to define,
manage, and automatically execute
human-readable acceptance tests in .NET
projects. Writing easily understandable
tests is a cornerstone of the BDD paradigm.
It helps build a living documentation of
your system. SpecFlow integrates with
Visual Studio but can be also used from
the command line (for example, on a
build server). SpecFlow supports popular
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testing frameworks: MSTest, NUnit, xUnit 2,
and MbUnit.
AzureDevOps
Azure DevOps provides version control
(with either team foundation version control
(TFVC) or Git), reporting, requirement
management, project management (for
both agile software development and
waterfall teams), automated builds, and
lab management, testing, and release
management capabilities. It covers the entire
application lifecycle and enables DevOps
capabilities. Each Azure Devops service is
open and extensible. Azure Pipelines has
cloud-hosted pipelines for Linux, Windows,
and macOS. You can build, test, and deploy
any language or platform to any cloud.
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Languages

Experiment

Dart
Dart is a client-optimized language for developing fast apps on multiple platforms. Mature and complete Async-await for user interfaces
containing event-driven code, paired with isolate-based concurrency. Dart has the Ahead of Time (AoT) compiler that compiles the code to a fast,
native machine code. With AoT optimized code generation, Dart is used to develop almost all of Flutter.

UI Frameworks
Single-spa
Single-spa is a framework for bringing
together multiple JavaScript microfrontends in a frontend application.
Multiple frameworks can be used on the
same page without refreshing and lazy
load code can be used for improved initial
load time.
Google Flutter
Flutter is Google’s portable UI toolkit used
to develop natively compiled applications
for mobile, web, and desktop from a single
a single codebase. Organizations across

the world use Flutter as it works with existing
code, and is a free and open-source toolkit.
Flutter is for developers who want a faster
way to build beautiful mobile apps, or a way to
reach more users with a single investment. It is
now extended to support desktop apps as well.
Native Scripts
NativeScript is an open-source framework
to develop mobile apps on Apple iOS and
Android platforms. It helps access native
APIs from JavaScript directly. The framework
currently provides iOS and Android runtimes
for rich mobile development and can be
utilized in diverse use cases.

25
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Server Compute Frameworks and Container Management

Akka & Play
Akka is a runtime simplifying the
construction of concurrent and distributed
applications on the JVM. Akka supports
multiple programming models for
concurrency, but it emphasizes actor-based
concurrency. For fault-tolerance, Akka
adopts a production-hardened self-healing
model to build ’Always On’ applications.
Play Framework is a web application
framework that implements the model–
view–controller architectural pattern. It
is written in Scala and usable from other
programming languages that are compiled to
JVM Bytecode.
Quarkus
Quarkus is a Container-First Kubernetes
Native Java framework tailored for GraalVM
and HotSpot. Quarkus offers a unified
reactive and imperative programming
model to optimally address a wide range
of distributed application architectures.
Quarkus provides an effective solution
to run Java in serverless environments,
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microservices, containers, Kubernetes, FaaS,
and cloud environments.
Microsoft Visual Studio 2019 16.10 Preview
This IDE offers improved search results using
fuzzy logic, cloud-powered technology, artificial
intelligence (AI), and machine learning (ML).
The latest version has enhancements related
to code navigation, IntelliSense, refactoring,
code fixes, and debugging, which saves time and
effort on daily tasks, regardless of the language
or platform. Several new and useful features
for refactoring in C# make it easier to organize
your code. Git is now the default version control
experience in Visual Studio 2019. Live Share is
a developer service that allows you to share a
codebase and its context with a teammate and
get instant bidirectional collaboration directly
from within Visual Studio.
Luigi From Spotify
Luigi is a Python (3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 tested) package
that helps you build complex pipelines of batch
jobs. It handles dependency resolution, workflow
management, visualization, handling failures,
command line integration, and much more.
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Experiment
Invest

Experiment
Invest

Storage
Maria DB

MariaDB Server is one of the most popular open-source relational databases. It is part of most cloud offerings and a default in most Linux
distributions. The recent new functionalities include advanced clustering with Galera Cluster 4, compatibility features with Oracle database and
temporal data tables, allowing to query the data as it was at any point in the past. MariaDB turns data into structured information in a wide array
of applications, ranging from banking to websites. It is an enhanced, drop-in replacement for MySQL. MariaDB is fast, scalable, and robust, with a
rich ecosystem of storage engines, plugins and many other tools that make it versatile for a wide variety of use cases.

Low Code and No Code
Outsystems
OutSystems is a low-code platform
which provides tools to develop, deploy
and manage omnichannel enterprise
applications. It provides an easy-to-use
interface that can be used to build web,
mobile, and progressive web apps faster
and integrate with existing systems.
Outsystems also allows users to manage
the entire lifecycle of the deployed apps.
Mendix
Mendix is a low-code application
development as well as a high productivity
app platform that allows you to rapidly

develop and continuously improve mobile
and web applications at scale. The Mendix
platform is designed to accelerate enterprise
app delivery across your entire application
development lifecycle, from ideation to
deployment and operations.
AppSheet
AppSheet provides a no-code development
platform for application software, which
allows users to create mobile, tablet, and web
applications using data sources like Google
Drive, DropBox, Office 365, and other cloudbased spreadsheet and database platforms.
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DevOps/Automation

Mabl
Mabl is a testing tool that uses AI and ML
for testing. It can scan web screens and run
default tests common to all applications.
Mabl uses ML to improve test execution
and defect detection. Mabl provides many
useful functionalities such as Auto Heal
that corrects test cases and does not break
for typical changes in web UI. It can be
integrated with any CI/CD pipeline and
can version test cases. Mabl can perform
visual testing and Selenium test cases can
be imported directly.

the code can be improved and alert the user
of vulnerabilities in the code. DeepCode
supports JavaScript, Java, Typescript, Python,
C, and C++ as of now.
VS IntelliCode
The IntelliCode extension for Visual Studio
Code provides artificial intelligence-assisted
IntelliSense for Python, Java, TypeScript,
and JavaScript. It uses the developer’s current
code context and patterns to provide the most
likely correct API for use rather than just
presenting an alphabetical list of members.

Applitools
Applitools is an end-to-end testing
platform powered by Visual AI. It can be
useful in finding defects that are missed
out by manual functional testing. It
supports auto maintenance of test cases.
DeepCode
DeepCode is an AI software platform
used as a code analysis tool. It learns
from the vast amount of open-source
code repositories and their change
history to provide suggestions on how
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Languages

Watch

Java 16
JDK version 16 is an open-source reference implementation of the Java SE platform, available as a production release, as of March 16, 2021. The
new features in JDK 16 range from a second preview of sealed classes to records to concurrent thread-stack processing for garbage collection.

UI Frameworks
Immer

Eleventy

Immer is a tiny JavaScript library used
to create an immutable state tree by
modifying the current tree. It follows
the ‘copy-on-write’ mechanism where
all changes are applied to a temporary
draftState, which is a proxy of the
currentState. Once all the mutations
are completed, Immer will produce the
nextState based on the mutations to
the draft state. This means that you
can interact with your data by simply
modifying it while retaining all the
benefits of immutable data.

Eleventy is a JavaScript static site generator.
It converts code into static HTML files.
It works with HTML, Markdown, Liquid,
Nunjucks, Handlebars, Mustache, EJS, Haml,
Pug, and JavaScript template literals.
Bit
Bit is a product-ready solution for building
Micro Frontends, which also makes it one
of the most popular frameworks. Bit can be
used to create and manage frontends through
independent components. The Bit homepage
by itself is a homage to how independent
components must be seamlessly integrated to
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create a homogenous product.
Luigi
Luigi is another JavaScript framework for
Micro Frontend that helps you with the
process of creating an administrative UI
steered by distributed and local views.
This framework enables web applications
to communicate with the Micro Frontends
it is composed of. You can configure
different settings such as authorization,
navigation, routing, and UX elements to
adjust the communication flow according
to your requirements and avoid any
breakdowns or glitches.
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Server-side Compute Frameworks and Container Management
Apollo Federation
Apollo Federation is used for implementing
GraphQL in a microservice architecture. It
is an open-source architecture for building a
distributed graph. It uses Apollo Gateway, for
combining multiple GraphQL microservices
into a single GraphQL endpoint.
.Net 6
The .NET 6 framework will enable you
to build apps on various platforms and
operating systems. In this version, the
Android, iOS, and macOS capabilities that
are part of Xamarin are integrated into
.NET 6. With the multiplatform app UI
(MAUI) framework, you can use the same
set of code to develop apps on macOS,
Android, and iOS.

developers to build apps for any device from
a single-code codebase and project system,
including desktop and mobile devices across
operating systems.
Kuma by Kong
Kuma is based on Envoy, and is a powerful
proxy designed for cloud native applications.
Service meshes are becoming an important
part of cloud native architectures for
invocation, monitoring, security, and reliability
of micro service applications at scale.

Multi-Platform App UI
The .NET MAUI is an evolution of the
increasingly popular Xamarin.Forms
toolkit. It has shared more than 95% of
its code and successfully helped small
businesses maximize their development
investment and have a leading edge over
their competitors. The .NET MAUI allows
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Invest
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Low Code and No Code
HoneyCode (Amazon)

Bubble

Amazon Honeycode is a fully managed
service that allows users to quickly build
powerful mobile and web applications – with
no programming required. With Amazon
Honeycode, users can use a simple visual
application builder to create highly interactive
web and mobile applications backed by an
AWS-built database to perform tasks like
tracking data over time and notifying users of
changes, routing approvals, and facilitating
interactive business processes. Using Amazon
Honeycode, users can create applications
that range in complexity from a task-tracking
application for a small team to a project
management system that manages a complex
workflow for multiple teams or departments.

Bubble is a no-code platform, empowering users
to build production-ready web apps. Bubble can
be used to create interactive, multi-user apps for
desktop and mobile web browsers.

GeneXus
GeneXus is an AI-powered low-code,

cross-platform, knowledge representationbased development tool, mainly oriented
towards enterprise-class applications for
web applications, smart devices, and the
Microsoft Windows platform. It simplifies
enterprise applications and sophisticated
user experience.
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Watch

DevOps
LightBDD
LightBDD is an open-source behavior-driven
development test framework that enables
to write tests that are easy to read and, track
during execution, and the results of which
can be summarized and summarize the
test results in a user-friendly report, while
allowing developers to use all of the standard
development tools to maintain them. It
integrates with NUnit, xUnit and MsTest.
TestFramework frameworks and provides
cross-platform support (.NET Framework /
.NET Standard / .NET Core / UWP).
JBehave
JBehave is a Java-based, behavior-driven
development (BDD) framework that
makes BDD practices more accessible
and intuitive to newcomers and experts.
JBehave is a useful tool for behaviordriven development.
Forecast
Forecast is a full suite solution that helps
professional services organizations
finetune operations and finances using
intelligent project automation. With
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a focus on increasing predictability and
making projects profitable, Forecast provides
functionality to enhance productivity and
planning with AI.

actionable insights about codebases,
software development processes,
and teams.

Q-Scribe

Codota completes lines of code based on
millions of open-source Java programs
and helps developers code faster with
fewer errors. Codota’s next generation AI
code completion is Tabnine.

Q-Scribe is a revolutionary software used for
testing construction materials, collecting
field data, and managing projects. Because
of its easy-to-use features and efficient
workflow, it is preferred by project managers
and technicians.
Uizard
Uizard is a rapid prototyping tool used to
automatically transform wireframes into
prototypes, create custom style guides, export
as Sketch file, download frontend code, and
perform iterations as fast as possible. It helps
transform low-fidelity wireframes into a highfidelity wireframes with minimal effort and in
a short timeframe.
Source{d}
Source{d} is an engineering observability
platform that develops neural networks
for executives to analyze and understand
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Codota

Moogsoft
Moogsoft, an AI-driven observability
leader, provides intelligent monitoring
solutions for smart DevOps. Moogsoft
delivers advanced cloud native, selfservice platform for SREs, developers,
and operators to instantly identify issues
and resolve them quickly.
Zenoss
Zenoss is an intelligent application
and service monitoring that
optimizes application performance
in any environment—from simple
infrastructure to the most complex,
dynamic multi-cloud IT deployments.

Invest
Watch

DevOps

CONFORMIQ For Testing
Conformiq has a model, which describes
the system under test, or the product users
want to test. Conformiq uses intelligent
algorithms to automatically determine
the necessary tests and test data, and
generate scripts for automated execution.
AutonomIQ
AutonomIQ is a leading autonomous
low-code platform for companies to
improve quality, reduce risk, and manage
compliance for their software as a service
(SaaS) and digital products.
Functionize
Functionize is an intelligent testing
platform for building AI-powered tests that
self-heal and scale in the cloud. Functionize
helps teams of all skill sets because no
coding is required. However, users can
customize tests with reusable code.
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Blockchain, by nature requires diverse ecosystems
to mutually avail its benefits. Currently, Blockchain,
which is being adopted in the financial sector, will
find more success in the other sectors such as airlines,
hospitality, manufacturing, wholesale trade, utilities
and government organizations. These sectors have
moved projects into MVP and are more eager to use
Blockchain compared to the financial sector.

Blockchain

Since these use cases do not require large initial
ecosystems of competitors or the creation of new
business models, and yet do resolve current pain points
in business processes, they can be simpler to execute.
The Distributed Ledger technology (DLT) use-cases
succeeds fast where it is a net new solution.
Mindtree has observed that many corporates and
clients prefer to maintain their own networks. It is
therefore recommended for businesses to focus on
private Blockchain frameworks and partner with
major Blockchain platforms like Hyperledger and R3,
and with cloud platforms, such as AWS and Azure.
For quicker turn-around and as faster ‘go-to-market’
strategy for clients, it’s preferable to partner with
start-ups in the Blockchain space.
To quickly create a business prototype which is a
frequent need, it is necessary to have a framework
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that can bootstrap a containerized Blockchain
environment (on-premises or cloud) using
Infrastructure as Code integrated with CI/CD
tools. The scripts should also be able to manage
an existing network to facilitate the addition/
removal of nodes, revocation of certificates,
among others.
We have also observed that it is challenging to
manage identities of individuals that are stored in
various locations. Individuals and organizations
are often not in control over their identity. Personal
information, which is sensitive data and the main
source for hackers, is often shared without much
caution and awareness of the risks involved.
Hackers correlate this data and create a datavulnerable incident. Hence, there is an opportunity
for a secure encrypted digital hub where individuals
can store their identity credentials and have
controlled access to it. Blockchain technology is
a catalyst for rebooting the web of trust vision by
providing an infrastructure of identity attestations
that is publicly accessible, known as self-sovereign
identity (SSI) based out of decentralized IDs (DID).

Blockchain
IOTA Qubic

Watch
Hedera Hashgraph

No change
Oracle Blockchain Platform
Cloud Service
DAML

Experiment

New
Quantum Computing
– Impact on Blockchain

Hyperledger Besu

IPFS
Dev-Ops Framework
for Blockchain

Hybrid Blockchain

Enterprise Ethereum Alliance
(EEA)

Invest

Changed

EOSIO Blockchain
Framework

Blockchain on AWS

Hyperledger Indy, Aries & Ursa

Blockchain on AWS

Hyperledger Fabric 2.2 LTS
R3 Corda 4.8 LTS Release
Scan QR code for details
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Hyperledger Fabric 2.2 LTS
Hyperledger Fabric is a foundation for
developing applications or solutions with
a Blockchain-based modular architecture.
Hyperledger Fabric allows components, such
as consensus and membership services, to
be used in plug-and-play mode. The modular
and versatile design of Hyperledger Fabric
satisfies a broad range of industry use
cases. It offers a unique approach to channel
services and ordering services that enables
to enhance performance at scale while also
preserving privacy.
Hyperledger Indy, Aries & Ursa
Hyperledger Indy was Hyperledger’s first
‘identity-focused’ Blockchain framework.
Indy includes verifiable credentials
based on zero-knowledge proof (ZKP)
technology, decentralized identifiers,
a software development kit (SDK) for
building agents and implementation of a
public, permissioned distributed ledger.
Ursa enables experts to collaborate, build
and package cryptographic primitives—
combinations of low-level cryptography
elements that only experts should build,
test and make available to ‘ordinary
developers’. Ursa packages the primitives in
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a way that can be consumed by Indy, Aries and
any other software that needs a solid, vetted
cryptographic base. The indy-sdk repository
is the Indy software that enables building
components (called agents) that can interact
with an Indy ledger and with each other.
R3 Corda 4.8 LTS Release
R3 Corda is a framework primarily used by the
capital markets, banking (including CBDC,
payments), insurance and financial institutions
to explore various use cases in Blockchain. The
latest version has features like confidential
computing, electronic bill of lading (EBL),
business network membership, database
schema harmonization, bank in a box, accounts,
corda settler (for instant settlement and
deferred settlement), and so on. Confidential
identities and security enhancements are
required for any enterprise use cases.
Dev-Ops Framework for Blockchain
Enterprises are churning out different
Blockchain frameworks for their
requirements. The Dev-Ops framework with
its available process and plugins will enable
developers and stakeholders for quick turnaround in production.
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IPFS
The Inter Planetary File System (IPFS)
is a distributed system for storing and
accessing files, websites, applications,
and data. The IPFS is a peer-to-peer
distributed file system that seeks to
connect all computing devices with the
same system of files. IPFS uses contentaddressing to uniquely identify each file
in a global namespace connecting all
computing devices.
Enterprise Ethereum Alliance (EEA)
EEA is a member-driven standard
organization that provides a decentralized
ecosystem, which is an open-source,
public, Blockchain-based distributed
computing platform and operating system,
featuring the smart contract (scripting)
functionality. It supports a modified
version of Nakamoto consensus via
transaction-based state transitions.

Experiment
Invest

DAML
With DARPA Agent Markup language
(DAML), you can build full-stack,
distributed applications for distributor
ledger technology (DLT), Blockchain or
databases in a single day. You can describe
the behavior of your application in an
easy-to-read and write smart contract
language, and let DAML take care of
infrastructure and integrations. It provides
high levels of abstraction, clean APIs,
and developer-tooling capabilities. DAML
enables easy modelling of complex data
schemas for your application with a
domain-driven design.
Hyperledger Besu
Hyperledger Besu is an open-source
Ethereum client developed under the
Apache 2.0 license and written in Java.
It runs on the Ethereum public network,
private networks, and test networks such
as Rinkeby, Ropsten, and Görli. Besu
implements proof of work (Ethash) and
proof of authority (IBFT 2.0 and Clique)
consensus mechanisms. You can use
Besu to develop enterprise applications

requiring secure, high-performance
transaction processing in a private network.
Besu supports enterprise features including
privacy and permissioning.
Hybrid Blockchain
Hybrid Blockchain, by design, is a
combination of different characteristics of
public and private blockchains. It determines
what information stays private and what
information is made public, and any system
can make use of both the approaches.
Blockchain on AWS
Amazon web services (AWS) provide a fully
managed, scalable blockchain service. AWS
blockchain service makes it easy to set up,
deploy, and manage scalable blockchain
networks, eliminating the need for you to rely
on expensive consulting implementations.
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Watch

Quantum Computing – Impact on
Blockchain
In Quantum computing, data analysis
is handled using quantum-mechanical
components capable of computing
complex mathematical equations at record
speed. It is capable of compromising the
concepts of public key cryptography which
is the foundation of Blockchain, also a
threat to Blockchain technology.
Oracle Blockchain Platform Cloud Service
Oracle Blockchain Platform gives you a
pre-assembled platform for building and
running smart contracts and maintaining
a tamper-proof distributed ledger. It
is a network consisting of validating
nodes (peers) that update the ledger and
respond to queries by executing smart
contract code—business logic that runs on
Blockchain. External applications invoke
transactions or run queries through client
SDKs or REST API calls, which prompts
selected peers to run the smart contracts.
IOTA Qubic
IOTA is the first open-source non-permission-
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based distributed ledger technology. The Tangle
data structure, overcomes the inefficiencies of
current Blockchain designs and introduces a new
way of reaching the consensus in a decentralized
peer-to-peer system. Qubic is fundamentally
different from traditional smart contract
layers because the contract is not subject to
global consensus and need not be validated
by the entire network, but instead will only be
processed by dynamically sized node clusters
(called ‘assemblies’). This enables scalability and
is the most important requirement for tokenized
smart contracts (TSC).
Hedera Hashgraph
Hashgraph is a distributed ledger technology
envisaged on an asynchronous byzantine
fault tolerance (aBFT) consensus algorithm
amalgamated with the concept of gossip
protocol, capable of securing the platform
against attacks. Hedera Hashgraph is a
publicly distributed ledger based on the
Hashgraph algorithm that uses a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) for time-sequencing.
EOSIO Blockchain Framework
The EOSIO is a Blockchain platform designed
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to enable both vertical and horizontal
scaling of decentralized applications.
It can be used to launch both public
and private Blockchain networks. It
has the potential to scale to millions
of transactions per second, eliminates
user fees, and allows for quick and
easy deployment of decentralized
applications. The EOSIO framework can
be used in various sectors, including
social media, finance, healthcare,
government, and supply chain.

The unexpected impact of COVID on a global scale
has highlighted the importance of planning to tackle
unexpected contingencies. Enterprises that had
implemented advanced AI for their business were able
to adapt quickly to the changing scenario, as they
could use data from various sources to accurately
predict the demand-supply patterns.

Artificial
Intelligence
(AI)

Having realized the benefits of digitization and AIbased efficacy, traditional industries will also adopt AI
and data-based approaches. AI primarily depends on
data. With the pandemic, industries are compelled to
go digital. This digital transformation foresees a deluge
of digital data being available at a relatively low cost,
creating new potential.
The pandemic has also forced the education sector to
go digital. AI has the potential to augment the learning
to a wide spectrum of students with different learning
needs. For instance, Edutech platforms are using
AI for evaluating the student engagement of their
digital content, forming cohorts, providing relevant
recommendations to enhance course completion,
tracking the retina movements of the students, and so
on. Post-COVID, these platforms will increasingly use
AI-enabled tools to improve the learning experience.
AI has been a powerful catalyst to expedite the search
for candidate molecules for vaccines. Continuing with
such similar efforts, AI along with other computational
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analysis techniques will be crucial for drug discovery
and drug remodeling.
During the pandemic, AI is being used to detect
facial masks and monitor social distancing protocols.
However, after the pandemic recedes, we need to
be cautious of smart surveillance being misused for
intruding on privacy.
AI tools, developed and enhanced during COVID,
helped clinical and biomedical researchers to
quickly sort through research literature and tons of
experimental/clinical data and find patterns. Going
forward, other researchers will also use similar AI tools
to speed up their research.
The pandemic also led to a significant increase in the
implementation of AI technology in various clinical
settings for predicting, diagnosing and managing
chronic and mild diseases. Tele-medicine and video
consultations enabled medical experts to reach out to
rural areas. These tele-medicine platforms augmented
with AI and NLP support, can go a long way in
reducing the ‘diagnosis to treatment’ time lag.
COVID also exposed the inequalities and biases of our
society. Going forward, policy makers, governments,
and citizens should use the power of AI to make sure
all citizens avail the benefits and facilities with equity
and without any discrimination.
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PyTorch
PyTorch is an open-source machine learning
framework that accelerates the path
from research prototyping to production
deployment. It supports distributed training, a
useful feature that is required for many projects.
PyTorch provides two high-level features Tensor computation (like NumPy) with strong
graphics processing units (GPU) acceleration,
and deep neural networks built on a tape-based
autograd system. It is integrated into Python
and designed to be intuitive, linear in thought,
easy to use, and debug.
TensorFlow
TensorFlow is an end-to-end open-source
platform for machine learning (ML). It has a
comprehensive, flexible ecosystem of tools,
libraries, and community resources that allow
researchers to define the state-of-the-art in
ML and developers to easily build and deploy
ML- powered applications. Developers can also
build and train ML models easily using intuitive
high-level APIs like Keras, enabling immediate
model iteration and easy debugging.
Keras
Keras is a high-level deep learning API

written in Python, running on top of the
machine- learning platform TensorFlow. It was
developed to enable fast experimentation, and
provides essential abstractions and building
blocks for developing and shipping machine
learning solutions with high iteration rate.
Keras empowers engineers and researchers to
take advantage of the scalability and crossplatform capabilities of TensorFlow 2.
Huggingface
Huggingface is a repository and framework for
advanced NLP on TensorFlow, PyTorch and Jax.
Huggingface provides thousands of pre-trained
models to use on texts such as classification,
information extraction, question/answers,
summarization, translation, text generation
and more in over 100 languages. The objective
is to make it easier for everyone to use NLP.
Transformers provide APIs to quickly download
and use the pre-trained models on a given text,
modify them on your own datasets and then share
them with the community on the model hub.
Ray
Ray is a distributed execution framework that
enables to scale your applications and leverage
machine learning libraries. On top of Ray, there are
many libraries for solving problems in ML.
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•
•
•
•

Tune: Scalable Hyperparameter Tuning
RLlib: Scalable Reinforcement
Learning
RaySGD: Distributed Training
Wrappers
Ray Serve: Scalable and
Programmable Serving

The Ray-Serve library can be used to serve
everything from deep learning models built
with frameworks like PyTorch, Tensorflow,
and Keras, to Scikit-Learn models and
arbitrary Python business logic.
MLflow
MLflow is an open-source platform to
manage the ML lifecycle, including
experimentation, reproducibility,
deployment, and a central model registry.
It currently offers four components:
•
•
•
•

MLflow Tracking - Managing
experiments and related artifacts
MLflow Projects - Portable packaging
of projects
MLflow Models - ML model deployment
and serving
Model Registry - Centralized model
store
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Kubeflow
The Kubeflow project aims to enable
the deployment of machine-learning
workflows on Kubernetes that is simple,
portable, and scalable. It aims to provide
a straightforward way to deploy the best
open-source systems for ML as well as
diverse infrastructures. Kubeflow includes
services to create and manage interactive
Jupyter notebooks, work locally and deploy
them to cloud. Kubeflow’s job operator can
handle distributed TensorFlow training
jobs. It also has support for models serving
on various inference optimized servers.
Detectron 2
Detectron2, a library from FaceBook AI
Research labs (FAIR), provides advanced deep
learning-based detection and segmentation
algorithms. It supports several computer vision
research projects and production applications
in Facebook, and includes capabilities such as
Mask R-CNN, panoptic segmentation, Dense
pose, Cascade R-CNN, rotated bounding boxes,
PointRend, among others.
Amazon contact-lens
Amazon contact lens is primarily used for
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sentiment analysis, conversational search,
real time transcript and data redaction. It can
be leveraged for service-desk automation and
contact-center automation.
Azure custom neural voice and communication
service
This is used for enabling custom voice for
service desks and customer service. The
communication service is a cloud telephony
and omnichannel user experience. It can be
leveraged for omnichannel interaction across
channels and brand specific engagement with
custom role.
Dialogflow ES Mega agent & Dialogflow CX
The ES Mega agent helps in building multifunctional conversational bots. CX has a rich
interface to configure complex dialogs for
multiple conversation topics. It can be used to
build complex dialogs often involving multiple
conversation topics.
MindFlow
Mindtree has built a comprehensive
conversational AI platform called MindFlow
for developing conversational applications.
It helps organizations design, visualize,
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build, customize, test, and orchestrate
conversational applications at scale.
Some of the features in MindFlow include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An intuitive interface to optimize
customer experience across channels
and devices
A unique solution capability for
hosting apps on public or private cloud,
on-premises or hybrid
Easy adoption and support for multiple
cognitive services
Predefined domain libraries like travel,
insurance, banking, HR services
Voice assistants and conversational
workplace
Semantic/NLP search and knowledge
extraction from documents
Knowledge graph-based auto
answering system without intentbased approach
Conversation-based BI and multilingual support
OCR-based information processing
Ubiquitous experience with one-time
design

Experiment
Invest

RLLib (RL)
RLLib is an open-source library for
reinforcement learning that offers both
high scalability and a unified API for a
variety of applications. RLLib natively
supports TensorFlow, TensorFlow Eager,
and PyTorch, but most of its internals are
framework agnostic.
PyTorch Geometric
PyTorch Geometric is a geometric deeplearning extension library for PyTorch.
It consists of various methods for deep
learning using graphs and other irregular
structures, also known as geometric deep
learning, from a variety of published
papers. In addition, it consists of an easyto-use mini-batch loader for many small
and single giant graphs, multi-GPU support,
a large number of common benchmark
datasets, and supportive transformations,
both for learning on arbitrary graphs as
well as on 3D meshes or point clouds.
Deep Graph Library (DGL)
DGL is an easy-to-use, high performance
and scalable Python package for deep

learning on graphs. DGL is framework
agnostic, that is, if a deep graph model is a
component of an end-to-end application, the
remaining logic can be implemented in any
major framework, such as PyTorch, Apache
MXNet or TensorFlow.
PySyft
PySyft is a Python library for secure and
private deep learning. PySyft decouples private
data from model training, using federated
learning, differential privacy, and encrypted
computation [multi-party computation (MPC)
and homomorphic encryption (HE)] within the
main deep- learning frameworks like PyTorch
and TensorFlow.
Opacus
Opacus is a high-speed library for training
PyTorch models with differential privacy
(DP) that’s more scalable. Opacus defines a
lightweight API by introducing the Privacy
Engine abstraction, which takes care of both
tracking your privacy budget and working on
your model’s gradients.
Spark NLP for Healthcare
Spark NLP is a production grade NLP library
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focusing on healthcare. It enables
fast and trainable implementation of
advanced biomedical research. It has
algorithms for clinical entity recognition
and linking, clinical entity linking,
relation extraction, de-identification, and
others. It also includes transformer-based
medical models and pre-trained models
for various medical areas like anatomy,
drugs, clinical models, etc.
NeMo
NeMo is a toolkit for creating
conversational AI applications. The
toolkit comes with extendable collections
of pre-built modules and ready-to-use
models for automatic speech recognition
(ASR), natural language processing
(NLP) and, text-to-speech (TTS). Built for
speed, NeMo can utilize NVIDIA’s Tensor
Cores and scale out training to multiple
GPUs and multiple nodes.
Captum
Captum is an open source, extensible
library for model interpretability built
on PyTorch. It supports interpretability
of models across modalities including
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vision, text, and more. Captum provides
advanced algorithms, including integrated
gradients, to enable researchers and
developers to understand the features that
contribute to a model’s output.
For model developers, Captum can be
used to improve and troubleshoot models
by identifying different features that
contribute to a model’s output.
FairLearn
Fairlearn is an open-source, communitydriven project to help data scientists improve
the fairness of AI systems. It provides a
toolkit of Python-based algorithms for
mitigating unfairness in a variety of AI tasks
and fairness definitions.
GPT3
Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3
(GPT3) is large generative neural network
model from OpenAI. GPT3 can generate
text with a text prompt, and answer
questions, write essays, summarize long
texts, translate languages, take memos,
and even create computer code. It is not
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openly available and currently it has limited
access to approved customers.
Amazon Connect
Amazon Connect is an omnichannel cloud
contact center that can be used to provide
superior customer service. With unified
customer data and an ML-based automated
agent, and by using NLP capabilities along with
voice, IVR, and other capabilities, it enables
customization on customer interactions along
with cloud-based scaling and self-service
through automation, Amazon Connect can be
leveraged for service desk and contact center.
Twilio Flex
Twilio Flex is a programmable cloud contact
center platform that provides complete
control on deployment, and customized
cloud contact centers by overcoming the
limitations of SaaS applications. This
enables developers to customize and deploy
contact centers with Flex tools and use these
tools for service desk automation.
Alexa Presentation language - APL and
Multi-capability skills - MCS
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Alexa Presentation Language (APL)

enables developers to create visual
experiences to accompany skills to interact
on supported devices such as the Echo
Show, Fire TV, some Fire tablets, and
others. Animations, graphics, images,
slideshows, and video can be included in
the visual experience.
Multi-capability skills (MCS) allows
developers to extend the built-in support
for certain utterances and customize the
voice interaction model. For example,
support custom utterances, such as “Alexa,
ask invocation name what this skill can
do?” in the same skill.
InterpretML
InterpretML is an open-source package
that incorporates advanced machine
learning interpretation techniques in a
single package. With this package, you can
train interpretable glass-box models and
explain black-box systems. InterpretML
helps you understand your model’s global
behaviour, or understand the reasons
behind individual predictions.

Watch

Jax

MONAI

JAX is Autograd and XLA, brought
together for high-performance machine
learning research. JAX can automatically
differentiate native Python and NumPy
functions. It can differentiate through
loops, branches, recursion, and closures,
and can take higher order derivatives. It
supports reverse-mode differentiation
(a.k.a. backpropagation) via grad as well
as forward-mode differentiation, and the
two can be composed arbitrarily to any
order. JAX uses XLA to compile and run
your NumPy programs on GPUs and TPUs.
Compilation happens under the hood by
default, with library calls getting compiled
just in time and executed.

The MONAI framework is an open-source
foundation created by Project MONAI.
MONAI is a freely available, communitysupported, PyTorch-based framework for deep
learning in healthcare imaging. It provides
domain-optimized foundational capabilities
for developing healthcare imaging training
workflows in a native PyTorch paradigm. It
supports classification and segmentation of
2D and 3D medical imaging data.

JAX also allows you to compile your
own Python functions into XLAoptimized kernels using a singlefunction API. Compilation and
automatic differentiation can be
composed arbitrarily, so you can process
sophisticated algorithms and get maximal
performance without leaving Python.

principles:

•
•
•
•

Universal: Represent any computable
probability distribution
Scalable: Scale to large data sets with
minimal overhead
Minimal: Implement using a small
set of core powerful, computable
abstractions
Flexible: Automate and control when
required

EleutherAI-GPT-NEOX
EleutherAI-GPT-NEOX is an open-source
implementation of model and data parallel
auto-regressive GPT3-like generative models.
The pre-trained models are available through
Huggingface integration.
Pyro
Pyro is a universal probabilistic programming
language (PPL) written in Python and
supported by PyTorch at the backend.
Pyro enables flexible and expressive deep
probabilistic modelling, unifying the best
of modern deep learning and Bayesian
modelling. It was designed with these key
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Data

Data related to COVID has been the most watched across the globe. Several data enthusiasts
contributed, disputed, and inferred to provide relevant information and insights related
to citizen data. Public and health departments across the world shared the datasets on
several public marketplaces to enable enthusiasts to provide insights. This has given us an
opportunity to understand the value unlocking that can happen with citizen data scientists,
and access to data that has been vetted, certified, and hosted on a data exchange or a data
marketplace.
This influx of data could be the beginning for initiatives such as - bring your own data
(BYOD), on lines of the familiar bring your own device.
We can see possibilities for data marketplaces, for instance self-service data platforms
handling on-demand general and specialized workload clusters, thereby enabling enterprises
to be agile in taking data-driven decisions, both human and augmented.
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Integration

Apache NiFi
Apache NiFi products provide low-code,
easy to build, data flow pipelines with a
multitude of connectors across databases,
clouds and middleware. These products
act as the conduit and one place to design,
run and monitor data collection visually.

Invest

applications including ERP, CRM and onpremises transactional systems. With the
recent trend of using elastic cloud, CDC
products provide the right component to
enable data flow with guaranteed delivery.
HVR and Informatica CDC are leading
products in this space.

Streamsets
Streamsets Data Collector, is an easy-touse modern execution engine for fast data
ingestion and light transformation that
can be used by anyone.
Confluent Kafka
Confluent Kafka, the commercial
counterpart of Apache Kafka, has expanded
a set of features with Kafka connectors,
which enable data movement across
several sources and syncs with schema
registry, transformers, and convertors.
HVR/Informatica CDC
Change Data Capture (CDC) provides a
quick and non-intrusive way to integrate
new data ecosystems with enterprise
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Storage

Redshift
Amazon Redshift is a cloud data
warehouse that allows enterprises to scale
from a few hundred Gigabytes of data to
a Petabyte or more. Redshift variations
include Redshift Spectrum that enables
you to run queries against Exabyte of
unstructured data in Amazon S3, with no
loading or ETL required.
Delta
Delta is a new lakehouse paradigm that
enables atomicity, consistency, isolation,
and durability (ACID) of transactions by
using metadata on top of data lakes and
cloud blob stores. Time travel, schema
enforcement, support for unified real time
and batch processing with parquet as
storage format are the key features.
Apache Hudi
Apache Hudi brings stream processing to
data lakes. It enables Upsert support on
data lakes. Snapshot isolation between
writer and queries, asynchronous
compaction, timeline metadata to track
lineage and atomic publish with rollback
are key features. This could be seen as an

alternative for HBase and upgrade over plain
vanilla HDFS.
Hive
Apache Hive is a data warehouse infrastructure
tool used for processing structured data in
Hadoop. The Apache Hive data warehouse
software facilitates reading, writing, and
managing large datasets residing in distributed
storage using SQL. Hive supports native ORC
format, support for external tables and the
expressive Hive QL language.
Parquet
Parquet is an open-source file format
available to any project in the Hadoop
ecosystem. Apache Parquet is designed for
flat columnar storage format of data with
record shredding. The assembly algorithm is
optimized to work with complex data in bulk
and there are different ways for efficient data
compression and encoding types. Parquet
can only read the required columns, thereby
minimizing the IO significantly.
Azure Synapse

analytics service that brings together
data integration, enterprise data
warehousing, and big data analytics. It
gives you the freedom to query data on
your terms, using either serverless or
dedicated resources—at scale.
BigQuery
Google BigQuery, which is a server-less,
highly scalable, and cost-effective multicloud data warehouse has been upgraded
with new features such as BigQueryML
for query-based ML model build and
operations, BigQuery OMNI, BigQuery
BI Engine, and BigQuery GIS enable
multi-cloud query, in-memory BI, and
geospatial analysis.
Snowflake
Snowflake is a hyperscaler-independent,
cloud data warehouse that is compatible
with all the three top cloud providers.
Key features include complete computestorage decoupling, results caching, and
automatic dynamic query optimization.

Azure Synapse Analytics is a limitless
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Processing

Databricks
Databricks platform leads the concept
of DataLakehouse. It is a replacement
for Data warehouse as it brings
Datawarehouse semantics to Datalakes.
Support for Delta Lake, Databricks
notebook environments, Databricks
SQL analytics, scalable Apache spark
processing engine and optimization
extensions, and ML flow make Databricks
a preferred platform in the data space.
Spark
Apache Spark engine is a distributed,
scalable processing engine written in
Scala with bindings to Python and R. It is
the most preferred processing engine for
unified real-time and batch processing.
Data build tool (dbt)
The data build tool (dbt) is a data
transformation tool that enables data
analysts and engineers to transform,
test and document data in the cloud data
warehouse. Engineers can transform data
in their warehouses by simply writing
select statements and turning them into
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tables and views. dbt is good at transforming
the data that is already loaded. It provides the
foundational elements for composable SQL
constructs that provides a fresh approach for
analysts.
Airflow
Apache Airflow is an open source
orchestration platform that enables data
engineering teams to design, develop,
deploy and manage complex workflows and
data processing pipelines. A large selection
of connectors, sensors and third-party
integration with cloud hyperscalers makes
Airflow a preferred platform. GCP provides
a fully-managed version via GCP cloud
composer which is built on top of Airflow.
Informatica IDMC
The Informatica Intelligent Data
Management Cloud (IDMC) platform provides
complete, comprehensive cloud-native and
AI-powered data management capabilities,
including data catalog, data integration, API
and application integration, data prep, data
quality, master data management, and a data
marketplace, on a foundation of governance
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and privacy. Informatica IDMC is
powered by an AI and machine learning
engine, CLAIRE®. It is optimized for
intelligence and automation, and is
built on a modern, elastic, serverless
microservices stack that connects data
consumers to relevant data sources. It
enables you to intelligently discover
and understand all the data within
and outside the enterprise, access and
ingest all types of data when required,
curate and prepare data in a self-service
mode, so it is usable, and deliver an
authoritative and trusted single view
of all your data. Informatica IDMC is a
complete platform for cloud-native data
management.

Consumption, Metadata Management & Data Fabric
Collibra

Azure Purview

The Collibra Data Intelligence platform
enables data governance, catalog,
privacy, lineage, and data quality rules
management on a single platform. The
Collibra marketplace provides connectors
across the data chain from ingestion to
business consumption.

Azure Purview is a unified data governance
service that helps you manage and govern
your on-premises, multi-cloud, and softwareas-a-service (SaaS) data. You can easily
create a holistic, up-to-date map of your data
landscape with automated data discovery,
sensitive data classification, and end-to-end
data lineage. Data consumers are able to find
valuable, trustworthy data.

Alation
Alation provides an open and intelligent
platform that supports a wide variety of
metadata management applications from
search and discovery, data governance to
digital transformation. The foundational
element is the behavioural analysis
engine (BAE), which improves virtually
all areas of the platform with advanced
artificial intelligence and machine learning
technology. Discovery is enhanced
through natural language and popularitydriven relevancy rankings. Stewardship
is streamlined with emphasis on the
most active data sets in empirical usage.
Governance is implemented in the workflow
through flags and suggestions about the
relevant policies that govern data assets.
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Visualization

Power BI
Power BI is a cloud-based business
intelligence service from Microsoft. You
can connect from on-premise and cloud
data sources to create dashboards and
interactive visualizations using a desktopbased interface called Power BI Desktop.
You can build end-to-end business solutions
by connecting Power BI across the entire
Microsoft power platform - Office 365,
Dynamics 365, and Azure. Connect Power
BI with power apps and power automate to
easily build custom business applications
and automate workflows. All users can
utilize BI as it offers self-service analytics
at enterprise scale, analyses large volume of
data, finds insight from both structured and
unstructured data, performs stream analytics
in real time to converts insights to action.
Tableau
Tableau is a business intelligence
software that helps you create rich
interactive dashboards with limitless
visual analytics capabilities. It’s a market
leader for modern business intelligence
that supports self-service analytics from
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data preparation and analysis to share, along
with governance and data management.
With Tableau, you can securely consume your
data via browser, desktop, mobile, or embed
itinto any application. You can deploy in the
cloud, on-premises, or natively integrate with
Salesforce CRM. Tableau Prep, a self-service
data preparation tool with a visual interface
that is used for data cleansing, automation
and administration makes data preparation
easier than ever.
Looker
Looker is an enterprise cloud-based platform
for business intelligence, data applications, and
embedded analytics. Looker, part of Google
Cloud platform, helps you explore, share, and
visualize data. You can perform data analysis and
visualization across multi-cloud - Google Cloud,
AWS, Azure, and on-premise databases. Looker
provides tools to power myriad data experiences,
from modern BI and embedded analytics to
integrating workflows and custom applications.
You can also augment business intelligence from
Looker with leading-edge machine learning, AI,
and advanced analytic capabilities built into the
Google Cloud platform.
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Integration

Fivetran
Fivetran is a cloud-based SaaS product that
provides automated data integration. It is
built on a fully managed ELT architecture
that delivers zero-maintenance pipelines
and ready-to-query schemas. Fivetran brings
in several ready out-of-box connectors to
enable quick development cycles.
Stitch
Stitch is a cloud-first, open-source platform
for rapidly moving data. A simple, powerful
ETL service, Stitch connects to all your
data sources – from multiple sources such
as databases like MySQL and MongoDB,
to SaaS applications like Salesforce and
Zendesk – and replicates that data to a
destination of your choosing, which could
be your data warehouse. Several companies,
both large and small are ingesting billions
of rows a day using Stitch. Stitch also
provides an enterprise edition.

Experiment

project CDAP, and this open core ensures data
pipeline portability for users. CDAP’s broad
integration with on-premises and public cloud
platforms gives Cloud Data Fusion allows
users to break down silos and deliver insights
that were previously inaccessible. Cloud Data
Fusion offers pre-built transformations for
both batch and real-time processing. Users
can also create an internal library of custom
connections and transformations that can be
validated, shared, and reused across teams.
It lays the foundation of collaborative data
engineering and improves productivity,
thereby reducing the waiting time for ETL
developers and data engineers and, more
importantly, leading to less concern about
code quality.

GCP Data Fusion
Data Fusion is built using open-source
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Storage
Firebolt
Firebolt, is yet another cloud data warehouse offering with a difference. It promises query capabilities on top of data lakes with high priceperformance ratio and support for semi structured queries.

Processing
Presto SQL / PrestoDB
Presto SQL, with its origins at Facebook, is a distributed query engine to address problems related to low-latency interactive analytics over
Hadoop-based data stores.

Visualization
Thoughtspot
ThoughtSpot is the search and AI-driven analytics platform for the enterprises. It allows you to search and find insights in your company’s data.
All users can create, consume, and implement data-driven insights. You can build interactive data apps on a developer-friendly, low-code platform
with flexible APIs. Thoughtspot Everywhere enables to build interactive data apps that integrate with your existing cloud ecosystem. It also
delivers insights at a massive scale.
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Storage

Watch

Yellowbrick
Yellowbrick is based on PostgreSQL and natively supports stored procedures, reducing migration timelines and allowing your team to be
productive from day one. It works out of the box with the most common industry tools that use ANSI SQL, such as Tableau, MicroStrategy, SAS,
Microsoft Power BI, as well as with Python and R programming languages.

Processing
Mattillion
Mattillion is a modern cloud-based ETL and integration platform for cloud data warehouses. It comprises connectors to all popular cloud data
warehouses with a low-code approach.
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Consumption, Metadata Management & Data Fabric
GCP DataPlex
Dataplex is an intelligent data fabric
that provides unified analytics and data
management across data lakes, data
warehouses, and data marts. It provides
a single pane of glass for end-to-end data
management through metadata-led data
management, centralized security and
governance, and an integrated task-based
analytics experience.
Denodo
The Denodo platform is a data
virtualization product that provides agile,
high performance data integration and
data abstraction across the broadest
range of enterprise, cloud, big data
and unstructured sources, as real-time
data services that support business
transactions and analytics.

the standard format for data exchange.
AWS Glue DataBrew
AWS Glue DataBrew is a new visual data
preparation tool that makes it easy for data
analysts and data scientists to clean and
normalize data to prepare it for analytics and
machine learning. You can choose from over
250 pre-built transformations to automate
data preparation tasks, all without the need
to write any code. You can automate filtering
anomalies, converting data to standard
formats, and correcting invalid values, and
other tasks.

DeltaShare
DeltaShare is the industry’s first open
protocol for secure sharing of data. You can
easily share data with other organizations
regardless of which computing platforms
they use. It leverages Apache Parquet as
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eXtended Reality (XR) is a comprehensive term
for a multitude of technologies used to create
immersive experiences. Some of these technologies
are Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality and Mixed
Reality. In the ‘new normal’, with business travels
and office commutations being restricted, the need for
physical spaces and physical interactions is rapidly
diminishing. ‘Working from home’ and collaboration
through digital means has become the ‘new reality’.
Currently, it is imperative for enterprises to explore
newer possibilities using XR to drive next-gen digital
collaboration and sales to ensure business continuity.

eXtended
Reality

prototyping to simulated trainings, immersive
sales to customizations, assembly instructions
to quality assurance, service and operations to
remote assistance.
The hardware market for immersive technologies
is still evolving. The focus is on mobile-based
solutions to cater to the needs of a larger audience
through democratized solutions. Enterprises
can unleash the possibilities of immersive and
interactive experiences by combining XR with AI,
CV, Voice and Gestures.

Manufacturers are gradually opening up to XR to
showcase new products to customers in highly
immersive setups. E-commerce conglomerates are
using AR to transform the online shopping arena,
by blending the benefits of both physical stores
and online experiences to create immersive virtual
amalgamations. E-commerce is morphing into ‘AR
Commerce’, allowing customers to immerse into
virtual stores, interact with and experience products
in real-time 3D, while enjoying the convenience of
remote shopping.
Immersive technologies, with its strong appeal and
prominence, will certainly influence and transform
industries across the value chain, from collaborative
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ARCore

Vuforia

Unity

ARCore is a platform by Google to build
augmented reality applications that
integrate virtual content by using motion
tracking, light estimation, and estimation
understanding techniques. ARCore enables
your smartphone to understand the world
and interact with information. Some of
the features of ARCore are open for both
Android and iOS platforms, to create
shared AR experiences.

Vuforia is an Augmented Reality SDK for
devices, which enables the creation of
augmented reality applications. It uses
computer vision technology to recognize and
track image targets and simple 3D objects,
such as boxes, in real time. This image
registration capability enables developers to
position and orient virtual objects, such as 3D
models and other media, in relation to realworld images when these are viewed through
the camera of a mobile device / HoloLens.
The virtual object then tracks the position
and orientation of the image in real time so
that the viewer’s perspective of the object
corresponds with their perspective on the
image target. The virtual objects appear as a
part of the real-world scene.

Unity is a cross-platform game engine
developed by Unity Technologies, It is
used to create 2D/3D applications, video
games, animations for websites, gaming
consoles, mobile devices, etc. Unity
can target games to multiple platforms.
Within a project, developers have control
over delivery to mobile devices, web
browsers, desktops, and consoles. This
tool is also used to create content for
extended reality devices – Google VR,
Microsoft HoloLens, HTC Vive, Oculus
Rift, and Android and iOS smartphones

ARKit
Augmented reality (AR) describes user
experiences that add 2D or 3D elements
to the live view from a device’s camera in
a way that makes those elements appear
to inhabit the real world. The ARKit
combines device motion tracking, camera
scene capture, advanced scene processing,
and display conveniences to simplify
the task of building an AR experience. It
integrates iOS device camera and motion
features to produce augmented reality
experiences in the application.

Microsoft HoloLens
Microsoft HoloLens SDK helps create
multiuser, interactive and spatially aware
applications. It provides the flexibility to
use popular development platforms such as
Unity, Unreal, and Vuforia to create mixed
reality experiences.
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Unreal Engine
Unreal Engine, offered by Epic Games,
is a complete suite of creation tools for
game development, architectural and
automotive visualization, linear film and
television content creation, broadcast
and live event production, training
and simulation, and other real-time
applications. It can be used to develop
eXtended Reality applications for HTC
Vive, mobiles and PC.
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Light variants of ML
Just having 3D models with basic
functions are not sufficient for providing
great experiences. Therefore, AI is used
to power up the apps and enable them
to behave naturally, Frameworks like
TensorFlow, TensorFlow Lite, CoreML, ML
Toolkit, etc. are used for this purpose. They
provide the necessary gesture/object/
face/body detection and perform multiple
analysis right on the user’s palm.
Open CV
OpenCV is a library of functions used
to resolve real-time computer vision
problems. It is supported on many
platforms such as Windows, Linux,
MacOS, smartphones – iOS and Android.
Being a BSD-licensed product, OpenCV
makes it easy for businesses to utilize
and modify the code. It has over 2500
optimized algorithms, which can be used
to detect and recognize faces, identify
objects, classify human actions in videos,
track camera movements, track moving
objects, extract 3D models of objects,
produce 3D point clouds from stereo
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cameras, stitch images together to produce
a high resolution image of an entire scene,
find similar images from an image database,
remove red eyes from images taken using
flash, follow eye movements, recognize
scenery and establish markers to overlay it
with augmented reality, etc.

industrial designers, architects, real
estate designers, game artists, and
several animation studios. Due to the
vast availability of pre-curated content
and artists, this is one of the popular
choices to enable 3D content on eXtended
Reality applications.

Cloud Services

Adobe CC

Several services provided by Microsoft Azure,
Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud
services are very useful for eXtended Reality
applications. These are mainly cognitive
services that are vision and speech-based,
with remote rendering, and are spatial
anchors that enable applications to offload
substantial work to the cloud, whenever
devices do not have sufficient computation
power to support complex features; these
services perform the processing on cloud to
ensure the best experience.

Creative Cloud is a set of applications and
services developed by Adobe for graphic
design, video editing, web development,
photography, UX, 3D designs and cloud
services. Adobe CC helps with texturing,
physical based rendering of 3D content,
composing, and video editing

Autodesk Products
Autodesk has been a leader in the area
of 3D content creation for years. Some of
the popular products are Maya, AutoCAD,
3DS Max, Revit, which are used by many
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Blender
Blender is a free, open-source 3D creation
suite for powering up the eXtended
Reality applications. This application
can handle full 3D pipeline – modelling,
rigging, animation, simulation, rendering,
compositing, and motion tracking. It
even supports Python scripting for basic
animation and rendering.

Experiment
Invest

Kinetic AR
Kinetic AR combines robotics with
augmented reality (AR), wherein, complex
robotic instructions can be abstracted
in the form of simple AR gesture-based
instructions. For example, robotic cleaning
drones for large windmills can be controlled
with a set of simple AR-based instructions.
Shared AR
One of the upcoming trends across industries
is using shared AR, where the augmented
information is shared with distributed teams
across locations. For example, a car sales
executive could connect with a remotely
located customer and share a 3D model of the
car while explaining the specifications and
features. Shared AR is highly effective for
collaboration and remote assistance, allowing
multiple participants to view, modify, interact
and share the AR experiences.
Generative Modelling
Generative modelling uses simple
gestures/contours/commands to
automatically generate complex 3D
shapes. This is in contrast to manual

modelling, which is time consuming. For
example, a sport shoes manufacturer can use
generative modelling to design 3D models
for their large inventory of shoes, instead of
manually modelling each shoe.
Motion Graphics
Motion Graphics and Motion Tracking
enable developers and designers to track and
simulate realistic human body movements
through a combination of CV, DL and motion
technologies (Inverse Kinematics, Skinning
and Rigging). This technology can be used to
simulate lifelike avatars for live trainings and
interactive sessions.
Hologram
Hologram is a three-dimensional virtual
projection of an object in free space which
can be seen by anyone walking around it,
without wearing 3D spectacles or any other
kind of visual aid. Interactions with these
holograms with voice and gestures provide
an immersive experience to users. While all
advanced holographic display technologies
rely on creating an illusion for the viewer, the
technique for generating the illusion varies
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from eye tracking, mist projection to glass
projection, and so on.
One could see 3D holograms only in
movies and science fiction literature, but
now, it is set to become a reality. With the
advent of 5G, holographic telepresence
(that is, live streaming of a life-sized
hologram of a person situated miles away,
in a meeting room) and hologram calls
(communicate with collagues, friends, and
family) is set to become pervasive.
Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry is the science and
technology of auto-generating photorealistic 3D models with limited manual
effort, helping 3D artists save significant
amounts of time that they would have
otherwise spent during manual modelling.
Photogrammetry extracts 3D information
of physical objects and environment from
photographs to generate 3D models.
This process involves taking photographs
of an object, its structure, or space in
multiple angles and using this data to
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obtain information about the texture,
shape, volume, and depth of the object.
In recent years, an increasing number of
scenarios include 3D modelling of products
in large inventories and catalogues. For
example, with WebXR being used in recent
times, there is a compelling need for
retailers to convert the existing 2D product
catalogues to 3D models for their websites
and mobile applications.
WebXR
Currently, there is a possibility where
JavaScript can create an eXtended Reality
experience on the website, without
installing any special applications. The
computer/smartphone screens will be
the portal for end users to enter the world
of eXtended Reality. However, the set of
libraries is supported on a few browsers and
devices. However, this is bound to mature
into the next platform to experience.
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LiDAR
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is
a surveying method that measures the
distance to a target by illuminating the
target with laser light, and measuring the
reflected light with a sensor. Differences
in laser return time and wavelengths is
used to make digital 3D representations
of the target. It has evolved to be a useful
tool for AR/VR/MR. The latest versions
of iPhone Pro and iPad Pro have LiDAR
sensors, which can provide highly accurate
AR tracking. The accuracy of 3D scanning
and tracking that LiDAR offers, can create
new possibilities for better AR/VR/MR
experiences and can reduce the time
required to build such solutions (compared
to manually modelling the entire
environment). LiDAR is already being
deployed for large-scale archaeological
excavations and has created a revolution
in archaeology.
Programmable Matter
Programmable Matter can change its
physical properties (shape, density,
moduli, conductivity, optical properties,

etc.) programmatically, based on user input
or autonomous sensing. Programmable
matter is linked to the concept of a material,
which inherently has the ability to perform
information processing. Currently, a
significant number of research projects are
trying to leverage the ‘Immersiveness’ and
interactivity of AR, enabling users to interact
with chunks of programmable matter and
create physical prototypes
AR Cloud
AR Cloud is a technology that organizes and
stores AR twin information of physical world
objects. It relays contextual information of
real-world objects in real time and delivers
digital content across devices like mobile
phones, tablets and hands-free devices such
as AR Glasses or other head-mounted devices
(HMD). For example, an architect can interact
with, and modify the shape of a lump of raw
material to create a physical prototype of a
building through simple, AR-based gestures.

keyframes to create smooth animations
with very minimal effort. Animations
(2D as well as 3D) are created through
‘keyframes.’. Keyframes are intermediate
positions or configurations of a particular
object at a particular point in time.
All the intermediate frames are then
interpolated based on such keyframes.
For example, if a cube needs to be moved
from point A to point B in 2 seconds, a
keyframe can be created with the cube
being at A and another keyframe with
the cube being at B (at the end of 2 secs).
All intermediate cube positions are
automatically interpolated. 3D characters
and and other 3D objects are typically
animated through very closely spaced,
complex keyframes.

Intelligent Motion Interpolation
Motion Interpolation allows intelligent
interpolation between sparsely spaced
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